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	Arduino Playground: Geeky Projects for the Experienced Maker, 9781593277444 (159327744X), No Starch Press, 2017

	You’ve mastered the basics, conquered the soldering iron, and programmed a robot or two; now you’ve got a set of skills and tools to take your Arduino exploits further. But what do you do once you’ve exhausted your to-build list?

	

	Arduino Playground will show you how to keep your hardware hands busy with a variety of intermediate builds, both practical and just-for-fun. Advance your engineering and electronics know-how as you work your way through these 10 complex projects:

	–A reaction-time game that leverages the Arduino’s real-time capabilities

	–A tool for etching your own printed circuit boards

	–A regulated, variable-voltage power supply

	–A kinetic wristwatch winder decked out with LEDs

	–A garage parking assistant that blinks when your vehicle is perfectly parked

	–A practical and colorful pH meter

	–A ballistic chronograph that can measure the muzzle velocity of BB, Airsoft, and pellet guns

	–A battery saver that prevents accidental discharge

	–A square-wave generator

	–A thermometer that tells the temperature using a sequence of colored LEDs

	

	Each project begins with a list of required tools and components, followed by the instructions, full sketch, and circuit board templates for the build, as well as directions for building a permanent enclosure. You’ll even find the author’s design notes, which are sure to provide inspiration for your own inventions.

	

	Gather your parts, break out the soldering iron, and get ready to take your Arduino skills to the next level with Arduino Playground.

	

	Uses the Arduino Nano and Pro Mini boards.
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Quartz 2D Graphics for Mac OS X(R) DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2006
On Mac OS X, Macintosh developers depend on the graphics and imaging frameworks of the Core Graphics system to implement multimedia features in their applications. With Core Graphics Apple has answered the increasing demands of graphics developers with a powerful collection of tools, including Quartz 2D and Core Image. Quartz 2D is a modern drawing...

		

Encyclopedia of Parallel ComputingSpringer, 2012


	Parallelism, the capability of a computer to execute operations concurrently, has been a constant throughout the

	history of computing. It impacts hardware, software, theory, and applications. The fastest machines of the past few

	decades, the supercomputers, owe their performance advantage to parallelism. Today, physical limitations...

		

Digital Audio Signal ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
It is hardly possible to make a start in the field of digital audio signal processing without having a first insight into the variety of technical devices and systems of audio technology. In this introductory chapter, the fields of application for digital audio signal processing are presented. Starting from recording in a studio or in a concert...




	

Big Change at Best Buy: Working Through Hypergrowth to Sustained ExcellenceDavies-Black Publishing, 2003
Designed to redefine successful change management in corporate America, Big Change at Best Buy offers hard-won lessons and the tools every executive and manager needs—in every business and every industry—to turn management practices and culture focused on rapid growth into the type of disciplined, customer-centered operation...


		

Microsoft System Center Data Protection Manager 2012 SP1Packt Publishing, 2013

	Written by a team of Microsoft System Center Most Valued Professionals (MVPs), this is the ultimate guide to using Data Protection Management (DPM) to safeguard your organization's valuable information. Packed with tips and real-life solutions.


	Overview

	
		Practical guidance that will help you get the...



		

MCSE 70-293 Exam Cram: Planning and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure (2nd Edition)Que, 2006
MCSA/MCSE 70-293 Exam Cram, Second Edition is the perfect study guide if you need help passing the 70-293 exam. Among exam objectives, you must learn to use remote desktop for administration, manage IIS 6.0, revive a failed server, choose between forest and domain functional levels, and configure software update...
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